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 Bachelor of Computer Application (B.C.A.) Semester–II Examination

SUPPLEMENTARY ENGLISH
Paper–II

(Other Compulsory Language)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

N.B. :— All questions are compulsory and carry equal marks.

1. (A) Answer the following questions in about 150 words :

Discuss the content of Seattle's letter to the American Government.

OR

What is peculiar about the national identity of India, according to Shashi Tharoor ? 6

(B) Answer the following question in about 150 words :

Describe the rise and fall of Michael Henchard.

OR

Why did Michael renew his relationship with Susan after eighteen years ? 6

2. (A) Answer the following questions in about 75 words :

(i) How did the two families overcome the rupture in the story 'Roots' ?

OR

How does Ramesh Pahari summarize the work of Bhatt and DGSM ? 3

(ii) Write a short note on the implications of the statement 'The earth does not belong to man;
man belongs to the earth'.

OR

How does Shashi Tharoor argue that there is no archetypal Indian ? 3

(B) Answer the following questions in about 75 words :

(i) Make a note on skimmity ride led by Jopp.

OR

How did Michael and Susan separate at Weydon Priors ? 3

(ii) What role does Newson play in the novel ?

OR

How does Michael react after reading Susan's letter ? 3

3. (A) Draft an advertisement in about 10-15 words :

SALE OF OLD CLASSIC FURNITURE

OR

SALE OF OLD MAGAZINES 6

(B) Write a newspaper report on any one of the following headlines :

VOTER'S DAY CELEBRATION AT YOUR COLLEGE

OR

QUIZ ON DEMOCRACY HELD AT YOUR COLLEGE 6
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4. Write an essay on any one of the following topics in about 300 words :

(i) Digital Transaction

(ii) Reading : A Good Habit

(iii) Unemployment in India

(iv) Examination Reforms. 12

5. (A) Answer the following questions in a sentence or two each :

(i) What things did Khala Bi take with her while departing to Pakistan ?

(ii) What did the Italian nationalist write when an Italian nation was created ?

(iii) How did Bahuguna describe the Chipko Andolan ? 3

(B) Answer the following questions in a sentence or two each :

(i) Why does Henchard start treating Elizabeth Jane cruelly ?

(ii) What does Lucetta ask Henchard to give to her ?

(iii) What lie does Henchard tell Newson ? 3

(C) Make a precis of the following passage and suggest a suitable title :

Most nutrition experts today would recommend a balanced diet containing elements of all
foods, largely because of our need for sufficient Vitamins. Vitamins were first called 'accessory
food factors' since it was discovered, in 1906, that most food contain, besides carbohydrates,
fats, minerals and water, these other substances necessary for health. The most common deficiencies
in Western diets today are those of Vitamins. The answer is variety in food. A well-balanced diet
having sufficient amounts of milk, fruit, vegetables, eggs and meat, fish or fowl (i.e. any good
protein source) usually provides adequate minimum daily requirements of all the Vitamins. 3

(D) (I) Give adjective forms of the following words (any two) :

(i) Height

(ii) Beauty

(iii) Cruelty. 2

(II) Change the following into verbs (any one) :

(i) Acceptance

(ii) Failure. 1
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